Facilitator's Training Programme

Hello and Welcome!
We're happy and honoured to know that you're interested in doing the Miracle Choice®
Facilitator's Training Programme. Our training is for those who feel inspired to expand their
minds as well as helping others expand theirs.
Your decision to become a facilitator of the Miracle Choice Board Game is a miracle choice within
itself. Your understanding and experience of the inner decision to choose love rather than fear is a
gift you can bring to others. When you bring this gift to others within the game, you will
continually make it more real for yourself and for them.
We believe that being a Miracle Choice® Facilitator is a beautiful work and extremely rewarding.
You cultivate your spiritual alignment, support others with their own transformation, grow with
the experience, have flexible working hours and can build your own clientele.
We hope that the information you find here will tell you everything you might want to know
about the facilitator training programme we offer. However, if you still have questions, just get in
touch with us writing to support@miraclechoicegame.com and we'll very be happy answer them.
You can also access our website at www.miraclechoicegame.com for news about the games,
events, our blog and more.

About Miracle Choice
Miracle Choice® is a project by James Kelly, creator of the game, and his partner and wife, Cátia
Vasconcelos, together with a small team of amazing professionals that share the same life
purpose: to contribute to people's spiritual transformation and expansion as well as ours.
We love what we do and we are committed to helping you create what you love as well. With
that in mind, after the birth of the Miracle Choice Game®, we created the facilitator training
programme serving those who desire to take the game and its experience to the next level, for
personal or professional use.
Our training will give you a solid foundation to apply the game as a powerful tool for
self-discovery/knowledge in many contexts, creating truly transforming results.

"To be part of the Miracle Choice Game Facilitator Training was amazing in all aspects.
I met fantastic people and learned with each one of them. Each step of the training,
each item of the manual, each activity was designed with much love and care
to serve learning, self-knowledge, love and professional growth.
I left the training feeling capable of facilitating the game but also more fulfilled,
more connected, more aligned with my purpose.
I found even what I didn't know I was looking for!
VITOR SUGITA

The Game

The Miracle Choice Game® was created by James Kelly. He was inspired by the teachings of A
Course in Miracles (ACIM) and by the desire to create a way that could offer people an experience
of inner choice and its impact in their lives. The Miracle Choice Game® was launched in 2014
after a six-year creation process. Today the game is found in different countries and has already
been translated from its original English version into five different languages: Portuguese, Spanish,
Chinese, Dutch and Swedish.
The game is dynamic and versatile and can be played alone or in groups. The board represents our
journey of spiritual expansion: always growing, learning together and moving inevitably in the
direction of Love. Players can land in six different colour spaces – Needs, Body, Relationship,
Identity, Choice and Miracles, before arriving at the Real World at the centre of the board. The
cards have a combination of messages specially created for the game and inspiring quotes from
ACIM.

What will I learn?

PURPOSE OF THE GAME
We'll discuss in-depth the key that defines the context for players to experience the basic miracle
during the game: to choose Love rather than fear. This will be an important reminder that they
choose in every moment how to feel and how to think. They decide what will be their life
experiences and how they see the world.
MASTERING THE DYNAMICS
We'll explore in detail the presentation, structure, logistics, rules, preparation, the general
dynamics of the game, how and where to play it and its different possibilities of use. You'll
understand how and why the game is a simple and versatile inner growth tool and extremely
powerful and transforming at the same time.
CARDS
We'll see the different types of cards, their purpose and the meaning behind the messages. The
cards have a fundamental role in the game as it's through their messages that healing is
stimulated.
FACILITATION
We'll cover the qualities and skills that allow a Miracle Choice® Certified Facilitator to offer a
deep and rich experience to the participants of the game:
· Cultivating the space
Your aim as a facilitator is to offer the best possible experience of the game. That means you
prepare yourself internally beforehand, connecting to the flow of Love and surrendering yourself
to what needs to happen in a broader context. You'll learn how to cultivate a safe and nurturing
environment for the participants during the game, keeping the connection to your inner guide so
you can be present and available for yourself and others. These are essential tools to be a
facilitator.

· Understanding of choice
During the training you'll understand better the source of our suffering and joy, explore the
differences between facts and stories and question your belief system. This understanding will
be really important for you as a facilitator so you can be congruent with the game purpose and
the teachings of ACIM: that our feelings, thoughts and experiences are always a choice.
· Intuition and flow
The role of the facilitator is to be connected to his/her inner guide. He/she doesn't have the
intention to fix anything but to simply allow healing and new perception to flow to the
participants during the game, without an attachment to specific results. To be this kind of the
facilitator is essential that you practice your spiritual alignment and listen to your inner voice as
well as helping the players to connect to their own inner guides.
· Processing feelings
During the game players touch on deep questions of their lives and feelings come up. It's very
important to know how to identify the origin of these emotions to then be able to support
people. You'll learn to facilitate this process without interfering or judging, allowing each one to
find their own answer. In the same way you'll know how to monitor and deal with questions
that might come up for you as well during the game.
· Post game support
Your facilitation will have helped players to consolidate the new perceptions that came up for
them during the game. However, sometimes there might be a request for support after the
session. After the training you'll have enough knowledge and tools to offer this help or other
type of ongoing support to the process, helping people to integrate change in their lives.
· The most important
To know that you don't lead the game but are a tool for healing that only needs to relax, align
yourself and go with the flow of the cards. All is needed is to trust and remember that the game
always guide people in the right direction, in the direction of Love.

Certification
BENEFITS
. Discount on all new games and trainings developed by Miracle Choice.
. Automatically qualifed as a Pocket Game Guide and free access to the online training.
· Your profile on our website as a Certified Facilitator
· Use of the Certified Facilitator badge
· Electronic version of game cards for use online
· Monthly online class with a Miracle Choice® Trainer
· Access to our network of Certified Facilitators for help, support and information exchange
. Invitation to our annual Mastermind event
· Referral requests to facilitating on-line games
. Purchase of the Miracle Choice Pocket Edition for 60% of the cost for selling to clients.
. Free access to the online training "You Create Pain and Choose Pleasure."

PROCESS
Once you complete the 4-day live event you'll start the 3 month certification process. During
this period you'll practice holding games with different groups so that you become confident and
at ease with your own facilitation style. You will have a mentor throughout the 3 months to
support and help you achieve this step.
The process will be outlined in detail during the training but here are the actions that will be
expected of you:
· Complete a written test by email, which you'll be well prepared for through the Facilitator's
Manual and the material presented at the 4-day live event.
· Submit written self-evaluations.
· Submit written evaluations from players.
· Submit A 30-minute audio of your facilitated sessions.
· Submit a 2-minute video of yourself presenting what you offer as a Game Facilitator.
The support, coaching and mentoring will be given though a closed Facebook group and by email.

Logistics of the Programme
IN-PERSON 4-DAY INTENSIVE TRAINING
18-21st January 2018 (including evenings)
Fridhems Kursgård Bruksallén 16 770 71 STJÄRNSUND - SWEDEN
The training will be in English. Both Swedish and English game cards will be available.
90-DAY CERTIFICATION PROCESS
21st January – 21st April 2017
All the support you need will be given to allow you to complete your certification within this
period. If you need additional time an extra fee will be required.
HOW MUCH
The total cost of the programme including certification is SEK 7 990/£755. This is a special price
to launch the training in Sweden - normal price is SEK 10 000/£1,000.
Deposit of SEK 1 000/£100 to reserve your place + full payment up to 1 month before the
training. Alternatively you can pay 3 monthly payments of SEK 2 800/£265 starting 1 month
before the training.
FACILITATION
James Kelly - Game Creator and Master Trainer Miracle Choice®
Cátia Vasconcelos - Master Trainer Miracle Choice®
TRAVEL & ACCOMMODATION
You'll also want to plan to cover the cost of travel, accommodation and food during your stay.
For accommodation at Fridhems please go to: www.frid.nu
CANCELLATION POLICY
If cancelled by you: Full refund if you cancel more than four weeks from the training, 50% if
within four weeks and no refund if within a week.
If cancelled by us: Full refund granted.

What to do next
1. Deposit
If you are clear that the training is right for you, please reserve your place by making a deposit of
SEK 1 000 using PayPal (james@miraclechoicegame.com) or £100 pounds sterling using the
following bank account details. Account Name: Shared Purpose LLP, IBAN:
GB08CLYD82631940409595, BIC: CLYDGB21319. Please notify James of your payment using
james@miraclechoicegame.com. If you prefer to make deposit in another way please contact
James.
If you still have any questions about the training please contact James:
james@miraclechoicegame.com
2. Getting to know you.
We will send you an email to arrange a time so that we can call you by phone or internet. This is
to get to know each other, for you to find out more about the role of a facilitator, and to ask any
questions you might have.
3. Facilitated Board Game
We recommend you play a facilitated board game before coming to the training. If you want to
play in Swedish we will put you in contact with Albert Harloff. Visit our website page to choose
a English speaking facilitator and get their contact details.
www.miraclechoicegame.com/boardgame
4. Pocket Game
You will receive both the Board Game (In English and Swedish) and Pocket Game (In Swedish)
when you come to the training. If you don't already have a Pocket Game to practice with, please
contact James, and he will post you the Pocket Game in advance.
Looking forward to talking to you soon!
With love,
James & Catia

www.miraclechoicegame.com
facebook/miraclechoicegame

